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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
This report evaluates land use compatibility and visual resource impacts, proposed mitigation 
measures and Best Management Practices (BMPs) for the gravel mine and bedrock quarry 
development project proposed by Ueland Tree Farm, LLC (UTF). The mineral resource 
project proposes development of commercial sand, gravel, and basalt mineral surface mines 
on 152 acres of the 1,716 acre UTF site. A concrete batch plant is proposed to be constructed 
within Gravel Mine “A”, along with an office and shop. The mineral development plan would 
be implemented over an estimated 50-year period, with no more than one quarry developed 
and operated at any given time. Following mineral removal, each mine or quarry site would 
be reclaimed consistent with local and state reclamation standards. 

LAND USE 
The UTF property is located between large tracts of open space and timber lands to the west 
and planned urban development (Bremerton urban growth area) to the east. Elevations on the 
UTF property range from roughly 200 feet in the northeast section, rising to more than 1,000 
feet in the west and southwest. 

Currently, the UTF is surrounded almost entirely by forested lands that are managed for 
timber production or resource protection. The closest existing development in the immediate 
vicinity of the UTF site is a rural residential enclave along the northeast border of the 
property with a mix of residential development types with lot sizes ranging from 0.33 acre to 
over 2.5 acres. 

Future land use in the immediate vicinity to the north, west and south of the UTF site are 
likely to remain unchanged due to a combination of ownership, management objectives, and 
zoning designations. The proposed development should therefore have minimal impact on 
current and future uses on adjacent property to the south, west and north of the UTF site due 
to their rural and resource protection zoning and their distance from the proposed mine sites. 
Urban development will likely occur on the 400-acre Port Blakely property to the east of the 
UTF site at some point in the future. The 400 acres are in the City of Bremerton Urban 
Growth Area and are surrounded on three sides by the UTF site. A subarea plan for the area 
could allow for a mixed use development including residential, commercial and industrial 
areas. The proposed development may impact future uses on adjacent urban property to the 
east of the UTF site due to the allowed potential residential density of up to ten dwelling units 
per acre and the proximity to three of the proposed mine sites. However, no specific 
development proposal is known to be in process at this time for the 400 acres. Future 
development type (residential, commercial or industrial), location and density on the 400 
acres would be decided through a subarea plan process, and compatibility issues could be 
addressed through that process. 

The project is consistent with the Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan, which acknowledges 
the need for development and protection of mineral resource areas. The UTF site contains 
over 10 million cubic yards of commercial quality mineral deposits on the property with land 
use zoning that encourages commercial resource production. The UTF site is located in a 
rural zone adjacent to the Bremerton Urban Growth Area providing a convenient location to 
supply a needed resource material to support planned development. 
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VISUAL IMPACTS 
The UTF property sits on the eastern slopes of Green and Gold Mountains facing the major 
population centers and transportation corridors in Kitsap County. Most of the property is 
visible from at least one of the 10 viewpoints analyzed based on bare earth conditions. 

Impact to visual quality associated with the proposed development activities are not on the 
same level as impacts from other more intensive developments such as forested areas 
converted to urban development. The proposed development would create changes in a 
natural landscape that would be restored over time and are consistent with timber harvesting 
on adjacent forested properties. Proposed mitigate measures, especially limiting harvest units 
to 30 acres and segmental reclamation of development and mining sites in 10 acres, would 
mitigate any visual impacts to adjacent properties. 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
This report evaluates land use compatibility and visual resources, their potential impacts, 
proposed mitigation measures and BMPs for the gravel mine and bedrock quarry 
development project proposed by UTF. The UTF property is located adjacent to and west of 
the City of Bremerton in Kitsap County, Washington (Figure 1-1). The active mine sites 
would encompass approximately 152 acres of land within the 1,716-acre UTF property. 

1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE 
This report evaluates the land use compatibility of the UTF project with properties in the 
immediate vicinity of the UTF site. The report also discusses and evaluates visual resource 
issues related to the project. Impact analyses focus on development activities on the UTF 
property and the potential effect on surrounding properties. 

Specific objectives of this report are as follows: 

• Review and analyze land use designations for the project site and vicinity. 

• Analyze area viewsheds and assess the UTF site in relationship to surrounding 
properties. 

• Identify and evaluate potential impacts from the project with respect to surrounding 
land use and significant viewsheds. 

• Identify proposed mitigation measures and BMPs to avoid and reduce potential 
impacts to properties in the immediate vicinity of the UTF site. 

Appendices to this report consist of maps of Viewshed Analysis (Appendix A). 

1.2 SUMMARY OF APPLICABLE REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS 
The UTF site is located in unincorporated Kitsap County and is subject to the County’s land 
use and development regulations specified in the KCC. The proposed development for the 
UTF site requires a Hearing Examiner CUP under the Rural Wooded and Forest Resource 
Lands zoning designations. A Hearing Examiner CUP process pertains to land uses with 
special characteristics that may not generally be appropriate within a zoning designation, but 
may be permitted subject to review by the Hearing Examiner to establish conditions to 
protect public health, safety and welfare. 

A CUP approval by the Hearing Examiner may be granted when all of the following are met: 

1. The proposal is consistent with the County’s Comprehensive Plan; 

2. The proposal complies with all other applicable requirements of the KCC; 

3. The proposal will not be materially detrimental to uses or property in the immediate 
vicinity; and 

4. The proposal is compatible with and incorporates specific features, conditions, or 
revisions that ensure it responds appropriately to the existing character, appearance, 
quality or development, and physical characteristics of the subject property and the 
immediate vicinity. 

In granting approval of a CUP, the Hearing Examiner may require any number of conditions 
to protect the public health, safety, and welfare, and to improve parity with other uses 
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permitted in the same zone protecting them from nuisance generating features in matters of 
noise, odors, air pollution, wastes, vibration, traffic, physical hazards, and similar matters. 

1.3 SITE DESCRIPTION 
The UTF site is located in Sections 12, 13, 24, and 25, Township 24N, Range 1W, and 
Sections 7, 18, and 19, Township 24N, Range 1E. The project area resides within the Chico 
and Gorst Creek watersheds with the majority of the property in the Dickerson Creek sub-
basin. For more detailed information on the regional setting, refer to the Ueland Tree Farm 
Kitsap Lake Property Sub-Basin Assessment (Parametrix 2007a).  

The property is located between large tracts of open space and timber lands to the west and 
planned urban development (Bremerton urban growth area) to the east. The site is bordered 
by land owned by the Mountaineers Foundation to the north, the Department of Natural 
Resources to the northwest and west, the City of Bremerton to the southwest, the Bremerton 
Watershed to the south, and Port Blakely Communities to the east.  

1.3.1 Topography and Prominent Features 
Elevations on the UTF property range from roughly 200 feet in the northeast section, rising to 
more than 1,000 feet in the west and southwest. The low, rolling topography is typical of the 
Puget Sound lowlands, where periods of glaciation were interspersed with erosion and 
deposition. In the northeast portion of the property, the underlying volcanic bedrock (basalt) 
is overlain with a thick layer of glacial outwash sand and gravel; in the southern and western 
portions, the basalt layer is covered by only 5 to 10 feet of overburden. For additional detail 
on geology and water resources on the site, refer to the UTF Hydrogeologic Report 
(Parametrix 2007b). 

1.4 PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
The mineral resource project proposes development of commercial sand, gravel, and basalt 
mineral surface mines on the UTF site. Development plans consist of two gravel mines and 
three basalt quarry areas (Figure 1-2). Under the proposal, areas totaling approximately 152 
acres would be developed for surface mining over a 50-year period, not including connecting 
access roads. No residential development is proposed as part of this project. 

The two proposed sand and gravel mines are designated Gravel Mine “A” and Gravel Mine 
“B”. The three primary quarry areas are designated Quarry Areas “A”, “B”, and “C”. A 
concrete batch plant maybe constructed within the Gravel Mine “A” area (Figure 1-2) 
depending on economic feasibility and market demand. Also within the Gravel Mine “A” 
area would be topsoil production facility, wood debris processing operation, and the main 
office and shop. 
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Site access would be via Lebers Lane, which would be improved to meet Kitsap County road 
standards. Utilities would include water from the City of Bremerton, as well as power and 
natural gas. The small volume of domestic wastewater generated from the on-site office 
would be managed in an on-site sewage disposal system. Stormwater facilities would be 
designed, constructed and operated in accordance with Kitsap County standards and the 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Stormwater (NPDES) Permit for sand and 
gravel facilities issued by the Washington Department of Ecology (Ecology). Stormwater 
facilities would be designed to slowly release water and to support a wetland system 
following reclamation. 

The mineral development plan would be implemented over an estimated 50-year period, with 
Gravel Mine “A” and Quarry Area “A” beginning in the first phase of the project. Quarry 
Areas “B” and “C” would be developed following completion of mining activity on Quarry 
Area “A”. No more than one quarry would be developed and operated at any given time. At 
all development sites, the mining process would generally begin with removal of vegetation 
and topsoil by heavy equipment. At Gravel Mine “A”, sand and gravel would then be 
excavated. Excavation of basalt rock from the three quarry areas would be preceded by 
blasting. Vegetation would be chipped during onsite clearing and retained for topsoil 
production or reclamation. Material from the quarries would be transported on a conveyor 
system or by truck to the Gravel “A” area for processing. Typical mining depths would range 
from 30 feet to more than 150 feet below the existing ground surface. 

The hours of operation would extend from 7:30 AM to 5:00 PM Monday through Friday, 51 
weeks per year with no operations on holidays. Anticipated annual production for the mineral 
resource project is estimated a maximum of 400,000 tons of aggregate. It is estimated that if 
value-added businesses are developed, they may utilize approximately 20,000 tons of topsoil, 
and 20,000 cubic yards of concrete. 

Following mineral removal, each mine or quarry site would be reclaimed consistent with 
Kitsap County and Washington Department of Natural Resources (DNR) reclamation 
standards, using segmental reclamation methods. Reclaimed sites will be managed as tree 
farms and commercial forest. Segments would typically consist of approximately 10-acre 
areas that are cleared, mined, and reclaimed sequentially to minimize the amount of disturbed 
area open at any one time. In a typical segmental reclamation process, soil in the first 
segment is stockpiled before mining to minimize handling and protect the resource. After the 
sand and gravel or basalt has been extracted from the fist segment, its slopes are reshaped 
according to the reclamation plan. Soil is then stripped from the second segment, spread on 
the slopes of the first segment and planted with native grasses, shrubs, and trees. This process 
continues until operations are complete in all segments of the mine. Reclamation is expected 
to be completed within 2 years of the completion of operations at any particular mine or 
quarry on the UTF property. Topsoil would be salvaged and reused to ensure adequate 
vegetation for the reclaimed sites. Topsoil storage and stockpiles would be within the 
footprints of mine and quarry areas. 

Reclamation would occur in the following stages: 

• Back-filling the pits with non-saleable mine material soil from the quarry and/or 
clean soil imported from an off-site location; 

• Grading the areas to conform to the proposed reclamation plan contours; 

• Regrade the stormwater ponds to a more natural shape, place sub-soil and top soil 
within stormwater pond areas to create conditions that would allow wetland 
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hydrology and soils to develop, and revegetate the pond area with wetland and 
wetland buffer plants. 

• Top-dressing the floor and slope areas with soils that would support native plant 
communities; and 

• Planting the area with native grasses, shrubs, and trees. 

1.5 PRIMARY DATA SOURCES AND SUPPORTING INFORMATION 
Primary data sources used in this report include the following: 

• Kitsap County Parcel Data (Kitsap County 11/19/07) 

• Kitsap County Building Footprint Data (Kitsap County 11/19/07) 

• Kitsap County Aerial Photograph (Kitsap County 2001) 

• Timber inventory data for the Ueland Tree Farm 

• Kitsap County Code (Kitsap County 2007) 

• Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan, Part 1-A, Land Use Plan (Kitsap County May 7, 
1998, Amended June 10, 2002, December 8, 2003 and October 25, 2004) 

• Bremerton Municipal Code (February 7, 2007) 

These reports were supplemented with field investigations conducted by Parametrix in 2007. 
Other significant reports and information used in preparation of this report include the 
following: 

• Ueland Tree Farm Kitsap Lake Property Sub-Basin Assessment (Parametrix 2007a) 

• Ueland Tree Farm Hydrogeologic Report (Parametrix 2007b) 

• Ueland Tree Farm Wetland Delineation and Stream Identification Report (Parametrix 
2007c) 

• Ueland Tree Farm Mineral Resource Development and Reclamation Plans 
(Parametrix 2007d) 

The above reports and plans can be accessed and reviewed at the project website: 
www.UelandTreeFarm.com. 
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2. LAND USE AND EXISTING CONDITIONS 
This section discusses the land use and existing condition of the UTF site and properties in 
the immediate vicinity of the UTF site. Current land use discussions focus on existing 
development and uses that occur on the subject properties. Future land use discussions focus 
on the proposed development on the UTF property and the suitability of the site for the 
proposed use. 

2.1 EXISTING CONDITIONS AND LAND USE 
Existing conditions of the UTF site and the immediate vicinity generally comprise of large 
tracts of rural forested land managed for timber production or resource protection. The 
northeast portion of the UTF site borders a small area of rural residential lots. 

Land use designations for the UTF site and surrounding areas are shown on Figure 2-1, 
Zoning Map, and depicts their predominately rural resource protection designations. 

2.1.1 Current Land Use – Ueland Tree Farm 
The UTF property is zoned Rural Wooded (RW) and Forest Resource Lands (FRL) by Kitsap 
County. The RW zone allows for a base density of one residential dwelling unit per twenty 
acres, and also allows for rural resource based activities such as timber production and 
mineral resource extraction. This zone is intended to encourage the preservation of forest 
uses, retain an area’s rural character and conserve the natural resources while providing for 
some rural residential use. This zone is further intended to discourage activities and facilities 
that can be considered detrimental to the maintenance of timber production. 

The primary land use allowed in the FRL zone is commercial timber production and 
harvesting. This zone is further intended to discourage activities and facilities that can be 
considered detrimental to the production and commercial harvest of timber. The FRL zone 
allows a minimum lot size of forty acres. Residential dwellings are allowed in the FRL zone 
only through a Hearing Examiner CUP process. 

The property is currently managed for commercial forestry and most of the land supports 
third-growth conifer forest. The property contains a network of unpaved roads used primarily 
to support commercial forestry activities. No structures or houses exist on the UTF site. 
Typical site activities relate to the management and harvesting of forest products, including 
harvesting, planting, application of fertilizers, herbicides and associated reclamation and 
management activities. These activities may result in periodic disturbances to adjoining 
properties that can include noise, dust, smoke, visual impacts and odors. 

Upland coniferous forest is the most common cover type on the UTF property. Recent (2004) 
timber inventory data indicate approximately 1,642 acres of forested land (including 
productive and non-productive forest land, but excluding road surfaces), of which more than 
1,466 acres (89 percent) are dominated by coniferous species. Many forested stands have 
other overstory species in addition to the dominant species. Examples of such mixed stands 
include douglas-fir/western hemlock, western hemlock/western red cedar/red alder, and red 
alder/western hemlock.  

Within the proposed mine areas currently consisting of upland coniferous forest between 10 
and 40 years old, approximately 18 acres consist of recently clear-cut forest that supports 
grass/forb/shrub habitat. Approximately 2 acres consist of roadways. 

The natural wooded environment of the UTF property has long been used informally by the 
general public for activities such as hiking, biking, horseback riding, camping, hunting, and 
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wildlife viewing. The network of unpaved roads throughout the UTF property also serve as a 
defacto trail network that links to the trail system on the DNR’s Green Mountain property. 

2.1.2 Current Land Use – Adjacent Areas 
The UTF is surrounded almost entirely by forested lands that are managed for timber 
production or resource protection. Figure 2-2, Existing Development Map, shows the location 
of existing buildings for the project area and illustrates the lack of development surrounding 
the majority of the UTF site. The closest existing development in the immediate vicinity of 
the UTF site is a rural residential enclave along the northeast border of the property with a 
mix of residential development types with lot sizes ranging from 0.33 acre to over 2.5 acres. 
This residential enclave is separated from the UTF site by an existing railroad track. This 
development pattern was created prior to the current zoning for this area, Rural Residential 
(RR), which allows for a minimum residential density of one dwelling unit per five acres. 

The forested properties to the west and north of the UTF site are zoned FRL and RW by 
Kitsap County (Figure 2-1) consistent with the UTF zoning. The FRL and RW properties 
bordering the UTF site are owned entirely by the Washington State Department of Natural 
Resource and the Mountaineers Foundation (Figure 2-3). The Mountaineers Foundation is a 
non-profit organization dedicated to preserving forested habitat along Chico Creek.  

The City of Bremerton owns property bordering the west and south of the UTF site split 
almost equally between property zoned watershed (WS) and city utility lands (CUL). The 
intent of the WS zone is to protect the Bremerton public water supply by controlling activities 
and maintaining high water quality at the source, consistent with state and federal regulations. 
Permitted uses in the WS zone include: 

a) Educational and resource activities compatible with public water supply 

b) Forest and wildlife management activities, and forest practices 

c) Groundwater development and aquifer protection 

d) Hydropower activities and facilities 

e) Location of wireless telecommunications facilities 

The intent of the CUL zone is to preserve resource-related functions of land, and to protect 
watersheds and timberlands. The CUL zone is also intended to ensure healthy forest cover 
and provide habitat for wildlife. The zone will accommodate some limited commercial and 
recreational activities, which adhere to a high standard of environmental BMPs, and low 
impact development. Permitted uses in the CUL zone are the same as the WS zone with the 
addition of residential development and passive outdoor public recreation such as trails, 
which require a Conditional Use Permit. 

The property east of the UTF site is currently undeveloped forest land and is zoned low 
density residential (R-10) by the City of Bremerton, with an anticipated change in zoning 
with the completion of a subarea plan, which would allow for a mixed use development of 
residential, commercial, and industrial. The intent of the R-10 zoning district is to 
accommodate single-family housing by infilling at a range of lot sizes consistent with urban 
growth patterns. Some attached single-family housing may be appropriate when responding 
to sensitive areas or with innovative design. Residential development at higher densities is 
encouraged at the edge of designated centers. 
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2.2 FUTURE LAND USE 
Long-term future land use of the 1,716 acre UTF site remains under discussion and continues 
to evolve. UTF expects future land uses may consist of a combination of commercial forestry, 
mineral extraction, residential, and outdoor recreation/hiking trails. Under current plans, 
commercial forestry operations are expected to occupy the largest portion of the site for 
decades to come. A portion of the property also may be set aside for conservation areas. The 
approximately 152 acres used for mining activities would then be restored for forestry 
production. 

2.2.1 Future Land Use – Ueland Tree Farm 
Future land use on the UTF site will consist of a combination of commercial forestry, mineral 
extraction and outdoor recreation/hiking trails. Commercial forestry operations will continue 
to occupy the largest portion of the site. Approximately 250 acres of the UTF site are 
proposed for conservation areas. Approximately 152 acres would be used for mining 
activities and then restored for use as forestry production. 

2.2.1.1 Commercial Forestry 
Future land use on portions of the 1,716-acre site outside proposed 152-acre mine areas is 
expected to be long term commercial forestry and is consistent with the property’s zoning 
designations of RW and FRL, which is intended to encourage the preservation of forest uses 
such as commercial timber production and harvesting. This includes the following: 

• For those areas that remain in commercial forestry, approximately equal proportions 
of the tree farm will be maintained in each of three age classes: 0 to 18 years, 19 to 
39 years, and 40 to 60 years. 

• Some areas may be managed as conservation areas, which would generally support 
forest greater than 60 years old. 

• The maximum size of final timber harvest units (e.g., clear-cut or shelterwood 
logging) will typically be 30 acres. 

• Vehicle access will be closed to the public and limited to tree farm employees, 
contractors, and invited guests. 

 

2.2.1.2 Mineral Extraction 
Development of the gravel mine and basalt quarries would temporarily convert approximately 
152 acres into bare soil (gravel), roads, and other facilities. Following reclamation, the sites 
would be reclaimed as commercial forest. Mineral resources will be developed and reclaimed 
incrementally in 10-acre segments over a 50 year period. A proposed schedule for the 
development and reclamation is shown in Table 2-1. 

Table 2-1. Summary Mine Development and Reclamation Schedule 

Site Size (ac) Volume (cy) Operating Period 
Reclamation 

Complete 
Gravel Mine “A” 32 2,500,000 2010 - 2032 2035 
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Gravel Mine “B” 36 1,100,000 2032-2040 2042 
Quarry “A” 22 2,000,000 2010 - 2022 2023 
Quarry “B” 21 2,500,000 2022 - 2037 2038 
Quarry “C” 35 3,000,000 2037- 2059 2060 

TOTALS   2010 - 2060  

Following mineral removal, each mine or quarry site would be reclaimed consistent with 
Kitsap County and DNR reclamation standards, using segmental reclamation methods. After 
the sand and gravel or basalt has been extracted from the first segment, its slopes are reshaped 
according to the reclamation plan. Soil is then stripped from the second segment, spread on 
the slopes of the first segment and planted with native grasses, shrubs, and trees. Reclamation 
is expected to be completed within 2 years of the completion of operations at any particular 
mine or quarry on the UTF property. Topsoil would be salvaged and reused to ensure 
adequate vegetation for the reclaimed sites. 

In conjunction with the development of the gravel mines and basalt quarries, a concrete plant 
is planned for the Gravel Mine “A” site. 

Mineral resource extraction is consistent with Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan which 
recognizes commercial quality deposits as non-renewable resources and should be managed 
accordingly. Kitsap County Comprehensive Plan, Resource Lands Goals and Policies are to: 

1. Encourage the preservation of lands identified as commercial quality aggregate 
deposits. 

2. Identify commercial-quality mineral deposits in Kitsap County including, but not 
limited to, aggregates, sand, rock and metals. 

3. Discourage the conversion of identified aggregate lands to uses incompatible with 
extraction activities. 

The UTF site contains over 10 million cubic yards of commercial quality mineral deposits on 
the property with land use zoning that encourages commercial resource production. The UTF 
site is located in a rural zone adjacent to the Bremerton Urban Growth Area providing a 
convenient location to supply a needed resource material to support planned development. 

2.3 POTENTIAL LAND USE IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

2.3.1 Commercial Forestry 
Continued commercial forestry on the UTF site is encouraged under the property’s land use 
zones and is compatible with uses allowed on adjacent property zoned RW and FRL to the 
north and west of the site and with City of Bremerton WS and CUL property to the west and 
south (refer to Figure 2-1). Future urban development on the R-10 zoned property to the east 
of the UTF site may potentially pose some conflicts with future commercial forestry activities 
due to it being surrounded on three sides by the UTF site. The R-10 designation allows a 
density of ten residential dwelling units per acre and also permits, among other uses, daycare 
facilities, schools, nursing/convalescent homes, and religious/worship facilities. 

Typical site activities on commercial forest land include harvesting, planting, application of 
fertilizers, herbicides and associated reclamation and management activities. These activities 
may result in periodic disturbances to adjoining properties that can include noise, dust, 
smoke, visual impacts and odors.  

Mitigation measures for commercial forestry impacts to surrounding properties include: 
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• Implementing a forest management plan; 

• Limiting the size of final timber harvest units (e.g., clear-cut or shelterwood logging) 
to approximately 30 acres; 

• Providing for advanced notification to surrounding properties of planned 
management activities that may create periodic disturbances. 

To help minimize potential conflicts with future development on adjoining properties, Kitsap 
County Code requires that all plats, short plats, development permits and building permits 
issued for land development activities on or within 500 feet of designated FRL, and 
undeveloped RW lands shall contain the following notice: 

FRL: “The subject property is within or near land in which timber 
production and harvest activities are permitted and encouraged, including 
a variety of activities which may not be compatible with residential use 
for certain periods of limited duration. In addition to other activities, 
these may include noise, dust, smoke, visual impacts and odors resulting 
from harvesting, planting, application of fertilizers, herbicides and 
associated reclamation and management activities. When performed in 
accordance with state and federal law, these resource activities are not 
subject to legal action as a nuisance.” 

Undeveloped RW lands: “The subject property is within or near land in 
which resource activities are permitted and encouraged, including a 
variety of activities which may not be compatible with residential 
development for certain periods of limited duration. In addition to other 
activities, these may include noise, dust, smoke, visual impacts and odors 
resulting from harvesting, planting, application of fertilizers, herbicides 
and associated reclamation and management activities. When performed 
in accordance with state and federal law, these resource activities are not 
subject to legal action as a nuisance.” 

2.3.2 Mineral Extraction 
Mineral extraction is a permitted use in the FRL zone located to the west of the UTF site 
(Figure 2-1) and is compatible with the proposed development. The FRL zone allows for 
residential development at one dwelling unit per 40 acres in areas where it will not interfere 
with natural resource production. 

Mineral extraction on the UTF site is compatible with allowed uses on WS and CUL zoned 
lands located to the west and south of the site. These zones are intended to protect natural 
resource and encourage preservation of forested lands. The one exception to compatible uses 
allowed in the CUL zone is the provision to allow some residential development with a 
conditional use permit. 

Property zoned RW along the north border of the UTF site permits residential development at 
one dwelling unit per 20 acres. Mineral extraction is an allowed use in the RW zone with a 
conditional use permit. Mineral resource extraction on the UTF site should have minimal 
impact on potential residential development on adjacent RW property due to the relativity 
low density and distance from the proposed mine sites. 

RR zoned land to the northeast of the UTF site allows for one dwelling unit per five acres for 
any future land subdivision, although the area has been developed to a much greater density 
prior to the implementation of the RR zone with some lots as small as 0.33 acre. Mineral 
extraction is an allowed use in the RR zone with a conditional use permit. This RR area 
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borders the UTF site near the location of Gravel Mine “A”. Potential impacts of daily 
operations from the mine sites to permitted uses in the RR zone include noise from machine 
operation, dust, odor, and truck traffic. Mitigation measures listed below are expected to be 
sufficient to ensure compatibility with uses permitted in the RR zone. 

Three of the proposed mining sites on the UTF property are near the border of the R-10 zoned 
property to the east of the site. The R-10 zone is in the Bremerton Urban Growth area and 
allows for the densest residential development (ten dwelling units per acre) of all the areas 
adjacent to the UTF site, with the possibility of an urban mixed use 
residential/commercial/industrial development. Permitted uses in the R-10 zone may be 
impacted by the daily operations of the proposed mining development, including noise from 
machine operation, dust, odor, and truck traffic. Mitigation measures listed below are 
expected to be sufficient to ensure compatibility with uses permitted in the R-10 zone. 

Mitigation measures for mineral extraction on the UTF property will be implemented to 
reduce the impacts of the operation to surrounding properties and include: 

• Using existing topography as a noise and visual screen 

• Fencing the periphery of all sites within the gross site area being actively mined or 
reclaimed 

• Storing topsoil overburden in berms along the site perimeter and planting on them 
immediately to reduce noise 

• Planting tree barriers as close to the noise source as possible 

• Reducing noise by placing loud stationary equipment, such as crushers, in an 
excavated area below the surrounding terrain 

• Surrounding crushers with product stockpiles to reduce noise 

• Limiting hours of operation to between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m, Monday through 
Friday with no operations on holidays. 

• Retaining existing trees along the edge of mining operations to be used as visual 
screens 

• Planting trees and other visual screens well ahead of the mining to give them time to 
establish before they are needed 

• Creating sinuous slopes for reclamation designs that are curved in plan and section 
and irregular in profile 

• Clearing areas will be dressed with topsoil and replanted with Douglas-fir as soon as 
possible in order to initiate re-growth of the forest cover 

• Maintaining a minimum vegetative buffer of 50 feet along property boundary 

• Implementing a 10-acre segmental development and reclamation to minimize the 
amount of disturbed area at any given mine or quarry 

Additional mitigation for potential dust, stormwater, traffic and noise related impacts are 
addressed in detail in separate technical reports prepared for the project. 

2.3.3 Concrete Batch Plant 
A RR area borders the UTF site near the location of Gravel Mine “A” which contains the 
concrete batch plant. RR zoned land to the northeast of the UTF site allows for one dwelling 
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unit per five acres for any future land subdivision, although the area has been developed to a 
greater density prior to the implementation of the RR zone. Potential impacts of daily 
operations from the batch plant to permitted uses in the RR zone include noise from machine 
operation, dust, odor, and truck traffic. Mitigation measures listed below are intended to 
ensure compatibility with uses permitted in the RR zone. 

The R-10 zone borders the eastern edge of the UTF site near the proposed location of the 
concrete batch plant. The R-10 property is in the Bremerton Urban Growth area and allows 
for ten dwelling units per acre with the possibility of an urban mixed use 
residential/commercial/industrial development. Permitted uses in the R-10 zone may be 
impacted by the daily operations of the proposed concrete plant, including noise from 
machine operation, dust, odor, and truck traffic. Mitigation measures listed below are 
intended to ensure compatibility with uses permitted in the R-10 zone. 

Mitigation measures for the concrete plant on the UTF property will be implemented to 
reduce the impacts of the operation to surrounding properties and include: 

• Using existing topography as a noise and visual screen 

• Fencing the periphery of all sites 

• Creating berms along the site perimeter to reduce noise 

• Planting tree barriers as close to the noise source as possible 

• Limiting hours of operation to between 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. Monday through 
Friday 

• Maintaining a minimum vegetative buffer of 50 feet along property boundary 

Refer to specific Noise, Traffic, and Air Quality technical studies for additional detail on 
specific issues, BMPs and mitigation measures. 
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3. VISUAL IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
This visual impact assessment of the UTF site evaluates visual resource issues related to the 
proposed development project and discusses potential impacts to surrounding properties. The 
UTF is covered with mostly third growth conifer forest and occupies the eastern slope of the 
Green Mountain area. The property abuts other large forested tracks of land owned by DNR 
and the City of Bremerton that provide a forested backdrop to the urban areas surrounding 
Dyes and Sinclair Inlet. 

3.1 VIEWPOINT ASSESSMENT 
A Viewshed Analysis of the UTF property was conducted using a Geographic Information 
System (GIS) computer modeling program and topographic data from Kitsap County. The 
GIS based analysis identifies surrounding areas that can be seen from a single viewpoint. The 
modeling program assesses views based on bare ground conditions. Trees, buildings or other 
aboveground features are not factored into the Viewshed Analysis. 

Ten separate sites in the Central Kitsap area were modeled to determine how much, if any of 
the UTF property is visible form each location. The ten sites were chosen to capture the 
largest number of potential viewers of the UTF property based on population concentrations 
and transit routes. The ten sites include local neighborhoods, major transportation routes, and 
major population centers. 

Refer to Appendix A for maps of the Viewshed Analysis. 

Table 3-1 shows the elevation for each viewpoint along with the distance to the center and 
nearest edge of the UTF property. 

Table 3-1. Viewpoint Locations 

Viewpoint Elevation  
Distance from Center 

of UTF Property 
Distance to Nearest 

Edge of UTF Property 
Kitsap Lake Downhill 180 ft 9,400 ft (1.78 mi) 4,700 ft (0.89 mi) 
Kitsap Lake Uphill 300 ft 10,400 ft (1.97 mi) 5,800 ft (1.10 mi) 
Mountaineers Forest Theater 300 ft 8,200 ft (1.55 mi) 800 ft (0.15 mi) 
Seabeck Highway 400 ft 12,000 ft (2.27 mi) 4,400 ft (0.83 mi) 
SR 3 at Chico Bay 20 ft 15,000 ft (2.84 mi) 7,400 ft (1.78 mi) 
SR 3 at Kitsap Lake 220 ft 11,500 ft (2.18 mi) 4,600 ft (0.87 mi) 
East Bremerton 300 ft 30,000 ft (5.68 mi) 24,000 ft (4.55 mi) 
West Bremerton 160 ft 15,500 ft (2.94 mi) 10,500 ft (1.99 mi) 
Port Orchard 20 ft 25,500 ft (4.83 mi) 19,800 ft (3.75 mi) 
Silverdale 20 ft 30,500 ft (5.78 mi) 22,700 ft (4.30 mi) 
*Elevation and Distance measurements are approximate. 

 

The UTF property is an irregularly shaped polygon covering 1,716 acres and measuring 
approximately 2.5 miles at its longest point north to south and 1.5 miles at its widest point 
east to west. The UTF property slopes from east to west with a low elevation point at 
approximately 200 ft to a high point of approximately 1,000 feet. The terrain west of the 
property continues to rise as part of the Green and Gold Mountain areas reaching elevations 
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over 1,700 feet. The property occupies a transition area between the low lying Bremerton 
Urban Growth Areas to the east and the higher elevation forest resource areas to the west. 

The viewpoint on the east shore of Kitsap Lake (Appendix A, Figure A-2) reveals visible 
portions of the UTF property at higher elevations along the southern and western borders that 
include Basalt Quarry “C”. Also visible from this viewpoint are smaller bands along the 
northern and southeastern boarders and a few scattered areas in the center of the property. 
The viewpoint from Harlow Drive on the east shore of Kitsap Lake (Appendix A, Figure A-
3) shows no visible areas of the UTF property. Although roughly 1,000 feet from the Kitsap 
Lake Downhill viewpoint, this viewpoint is screened from the UTF property by a small hill 
that runs parallel to the east shore of Kitsap Lake. Views from the Mountaineers Forest 
Theater property (Appendix A, Figure A-4) are limited to a narrow band on the northern edge 
of the UTF property. The viewpoint is located on the north side of Wildcat Creek, south of 
Seabeck Highway. Retaining a forested buffer along the northern edge of the UTF property 
should be sufficient to mitigate any potential visual impacts from the proposed development. 

Large portions of the northwest, central and southwest sections of the UTF property are 
visible from the Seabeck Highway viewpoint (Appendix A, Figure A-5), but Basalt Quarry 
“C” is the only mine site visible. This viewpoint is approximately 3,000 feet north of the 
Mountaineers Forest Theater viewpoint and approximately 100 feet higher in elevation. The 
difference in visibility between the Seabeck Highway and Mountaineers Forest Theater 
viewpoints is attributed to the increase in elevation. 

Large portions of the northwest, northeast and southwest sections of the UTF property are 
visible from State Route 3 (SR 3) at the Chico Bay viewpoint (Appendix A, Figure A-6) 
along Gravel Mines “A” and “B”, and Basalt Quarry “C”. Scattered portions of the central 
part of the property are also visible from this viewpoint. The SR 3 at Kitsap Lake viewpoint 
(Appendix A, Figure A-7) glimpses only a small portion of the UTF property in the west 
central area. Although higher in elevation and closer to the UTF property than the SR 3 at 
Chico Bay viewpoint, the SR 3 at Kitsap Lake viewpoint has substantially less visual access 
to the UTF property. A small hill west of SR 3 at this viewpoint effectively screens a majority 
of the UTF property from view. 

The west central and southwest portions of the UTF property are visible from the West 
Bremerton viewpoint (Appendix A, Figure A-8), along with a scattering of areas within the 
central portion of the property. Basalt Quarry “C” is the only mine site visible from the West 
Bremerton viewpoint. The East Bremerton viewpoint (Appendix A, Figure A-9) has a 
relatively unimpeded view of the UTF site with four of the proposed mine sites visible along 
with along with large portions of all areas of the site. The viewpoint from the downtown Port 
Orchard waterfront (Appendix A, Figure A-10) captures only the west central portion of the 
UTF property with none of the mine sites visible. The Silverdale viewpoint (Appendix A, 
Figure A-11) is located on the waterfront in Old Town Silverdale and has views of the 
southwest and northeast portions of the UTF property, along with a scattering of views of the 
central portion of the property. Gravel Mine “A” and Basalt Quarry “C” are visible from Old 
Town Silverdale along with a small portion of Basalt Quarry “A”. 

3.2 POTENTIAL IMPACTS AND MITIGATION MEASURES 
The UTF property sits on the eastern slopes of Green and Gold Mountains facing the major 
population centers and transportation corridors in Kitsap County. Most of the property is 
visible from at least one of the viewpoints shown in Appendix A, Figures A-2 to A-11. All of 
the mine sites, except Basalt Quarry “B”, were visible from at least one of the viewpoints. 
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Impact to visual quality associated with long-term forestry activities and development, and 
reclamation of mineral extraction sites, are not on the same level as impacts from forested 
areas converted to urban development. The proposed development would create changes in a 
natural landscape that would be restored over time and are consistent with timber harvesting 
on adjacent forested properties. Proposed mitigate measures, especially limiting harvest units 
to 30 acres and developing and reclaiming mining sites in 10 acre segments, should mitigate 
for visual impacts to adjacent properties. 

Mitigation measures for proposed development on the UTF property will be implemented to 
reduce the view impacts to surrounding properties and will include: 

• Retaining existing tree buffer along the edge of mining operations, especially on the 
east and north sides of development, to provide screening from surrounding areas. 

• Planting trees and other visual screens well ahead of the mining to give them time to 
establish before they are needed. 

• Limiting disturbance as much as possible on highest elevations of UTF property. 

• Limiting the size of final timber harvest units (e.g., clear-cut or shelterwood logging) 
to approximately 30 acres. 

• Following topographic contours or using curvilinear boundaries when harvesting 
timber or clearing mining sites for development. 

• Creating sinuous slopes for mine reclamation that are curved in plan and section and 
irregular in profile. 

• Dressing cleared areas with topsoil and replanting with Douglas-fir as soon as 
possible in order to initiate re-growth of the forest cover. 

• Maintaining a minimum vegetative buffer of 50 feet along property boundary. 

• Implementing 10-acre segmental development and reclamation to minimize the 
amount of disturbed area at any given mine or quarry. 

‘
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